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Lesson Key Content: Skills Interleaving: Identity Preview 

L1. Why are 

churches 

important as a 

place of 

worship? 

- Church as a Christian place of 

worship. 

- Features of churches to aid 

worship (altar, font and cross). 

-Difference between 

Anglican/Catholic Churches. 

Analysis 

(analysing the importance of 

these features within a 

Church) 

- Recap quiz on Christian 

beliefs  

Information sheet & 

diagram of what you can 

see in a Mosque. 

L2. Why are 

Mosque’s 

important as a 

place of 

worship? 

- Mosque as an Islamic place of 

worship. 

-Features of a Mosque to aid 

worship (The Minart, The Mihrab 

and the Minbar). 

-Importance of prayer in a 

Mosque. 

Analysis  

(analysing the similarities and 

differences between a Church 

and Mosque) 

- Recap on Muslim beliefs Learning questions on a 

Mandir. 

L3. Why are 

Mandir’s 

important as a 

place of 

worship? 

- Mandir as a Hindu place of 

worship. 

- Features of a Mandir: shrine, 

murti. Puja, mandir bell. 

 

Evaluation  

(‘Worship should happen at a 

Mandir’ to what extent do you 

agree with this view? 

- Recap on Hindu beliefs A3 Notes sheet for 

Buddhist temple. 

L4. Why are 

Buddhist 

temples 

important for 

worship? 

-The Vihara as a Buddhist place of 

worship. 

-Features of worship: The shrine, 

the dharma wheel, the stupa & 

prayer wheel. 

 

Creativity 

(Create own prayer wheel) 

-Recap on Buddhist beliefs Diagram of a synagogue and 

information sheet. 
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L5. Why are 

Synagogues 

important for 

worship? 

- The synagogue as a Jewish place 

of worship. 

-Features of a Synagogue: The 

Ark, the Torah, eternal light).  

Creativity 

(Write a diary entry about 

what your experience in a 

synagogue.) 

-Recap on Jewish beliefs Revision of places of 

worship. 

Lesson Key Content: Skills Interleaving: Identity Preview 

L6. Immigration - Key definitions incl. Immigration, 

Emigration, Asylum Seeker, 

Refugee. 

Creativity - Recap quiz on Churches  News article about the 

effects of immigration & 

learning questions to go 

with it. 

L2. Reasons for 

immigration 

- Difference between push & pull 

factors. 

- Different reasons as to why 

people leave their country. 

Analysis  

(analysing different reasons 

as to why people leave their 

country) 

- Recap quiz on Mosques. N/A 

L3. Effects of 

immigration 

- The positive and negative 

effects of immigration on a 

country. 

 

Evaluation  

(Extended piece of writing, 

Does immigration have a 

negative impact on the UK?) 

- Recap quiz on synagogues News article about 

refugees & Asylum seekers. 

L4. Time to 

Flee 

- Identify what possessions would 

be needed if fleeing a country.  

 

Problem solving 

(Group activity about what 

they would bring) 

- Recap quiz on Vihara N/A 

L5. Refugee & 

Asylum seekers 

- key definitions incl. refugee & 

asylum seekers and the difference 

between them.  

Analysis  

(write letter to prime minister 

about why the UK should do 

more to help) 

- Recap quiz on 

Multiculturalism. 

Revision of space 
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